
Types of Binary Stars (the majority of stars may be in binaries)
Optical doubles - Two stars in nearly the same line-of-sight, but at very different
distances. Not true binaries.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  Gravitationally associated systems:

Visual binaries - can resolve the 2 stars --> stars nearby or widely separated.

There are > 64,000 such systems.



Astrometric binaries - Can’t resolve the pair, but observe ‘wavy’ motion on the
sky.

Observed

Unseen

Spectroscopic binaries - unresolved, no wavy motion, radial velocity changes in
the spectra.

Spectrum binaries - None of the above characteristics, but odd spectrum.

Eclipsing binaries - Edge-on, magnitudes change with time. Thousands known.



Visual Binaries and Stellar Mass Determinations
Motion on the sky of a visual binary -

Where the arrow gives the mean motion (proper motion in “/yr), and both stars are
observed.

If the orbital period is ≤ 100 yrs, then we can observe at least one whole period.
Subtract out the mean motion, then derive the apparent relative orbit by
assuming that the fainter star revolves around the brighter star. (This is merely a
conceptual convenience, useful for the moment.)



The next complication is in figuring out the tilt or inclination of the binary orbit
relative to the plane of the sky. Generally, the apparent relative orbit will be an
ellipse. (Of course, the true orbit of the secondary star about the center-of-mass is
also an ellipse, but a different ellipse.) The primary star should be at one focus of
the ellipse, if the orbit were not titlted.

If the orbit is tilted, the line connecting the primary to the ellipse center will not
generally coincide with the apparent semi-major axis. The angle θ depends on the
inclination.

θ



Computer programs can then take the data and ‘de-tilt’ until θ ≈ 0. Then we can
derive the true angular semi-major axis.

This + a distance estimate --> semi-major axis a.

Combine this with the observed period, P, and Kepler’s 3rd Law to get,

€ 

M1 + M2

Msun

= a3(au) /P 2(yr),

i.e., the total mass in the binary system.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Now use the center-of-mass ‘teeter-totter’ law: r1/r2 = M2/M1.

The apparent angular values of r1, r2 equal the maximum excursions of each
star from the mean motion line on the sky. The inclination divides out of the
ratio r1/r2.

Can now solve for M1, M2.



Example: Sirius A, B.

a” = 7.5”, d = 2.67 pc, P = 50 yr.

a(au) = 7.5 x 2.67 = 20.0 (parallax angle = triangle base/side, π” = 1 au/d(pc).

--->  d(pc) = a(au)/a”)

Then, MA + MB = 20.03/502 =3.2 solar masses.

Also, rB/rA ≈ 2 = MA/MB. --> MA ≈ 2MB,

Therefore, MB ≈ 1 Msun,  MA ≈ 2 Msun.

This is the direct method for determining stellar masses.



Summary:
Measure: P, θ, r1”, r2”, d.

Derive:  a, M1, M2, and the true orbit.

––––––––––––––––––––––––

Astrometric Binaries

Single ‘wavy’ curve on the sky

---> can measure P, but not the separation.



Spectroscopic Binaries
We can’t observe their motions on the sky, so move to velocity space. Observe
periodic Doppler shifts. If we observe one binary component through a whole
period, we see blue shifts when the star is coming towards us, red shifts when
its moving away.
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We can get the radial velocity curve from many such observations.

Δv is a minimum estimate of the true velocity amplitude, since we don’t know
the orbital inclination.

(Δv is determined from the usual Doppler shift formula.)



The simplest special case: Circular orbits viewed edge-on.
Sinusoidal radial velocity curves --> circular orbits.

2πr1 = v1P,  2πr2 = v2P.

Measure v1, v2, and P. Solve for r1, r2. Also get the mass ratio:
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m1
m2

=
r2
r1

=
v2
v1
.

Use Kepler’s 3rd law with r1 + r2 = a,

m1 + m2 = a3/P2.

This is just like the procedure for visual binaries, except v1, v2 are observed
instead of r1”, r2”.



If the relative orbit is inclined by angle i, then the observed velocities are
related to the true velocities, v1,2, by -

v1,2’ = v1,2 sin(i) (like r1,2’ = r1,2 sin(i) for visual binaries)

- Can still deduce the mass ratio
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- The period is unchanged as well.

- But no longer know the semi-major axis a, only a’ = a sin(i).

Kepler’s 3rd becomes -
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m1 + m2 =
a'3

P 2 sin3 i
.



However, in this case we cannot determine sin(i). In fact, we cannot even
determine a’, only r1’. In terms of this observable…
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Substituting into Kepler’s 3rd, we get,
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(m1 + m2)
2 = f (m1,m2),

This is called the mass function.

We may also have an estimate for m1 from the star’s spectral type. Then,
f(m1,m2) constrains the possible values of m2.

Aside from gathering more precision data on stellar masses in general, this is
also very important for exotic systems. E.g., black hole candidate systems.
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Some final bits on
light curves.


